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Abstract:  

Rapid collection of data is of utmost importance in monitoring and evaluation of activities of public health 

importance. Among others techniques, 30 by 7 cluster sampling and Lot quality assurance sampling(LQAS) 

methods have been described in literature for this purpose. However, LQAS is often sparingly used in most 

settings, undermining its importance as a effective epidemiological tool in public health practice. To some 

extent LQAS is inadequately understood and even less emphasized method, especially in the postgraduate 

teaching and training. In this paper we aim to explain the use, method and application of LQAS in public health 

settings as well as discuss common pitfalls to avoid while planning and drawing inferences based on data 

collected through LQAS.     
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Introduction 

Sampling strategy is one of the core considerations while 

planning any epidemiological study. Using inappropriate 

sampling strategy may lead to excessive resource utilization 

when the same purpose could have been served by a smaller 

sample with less resource and time consumption. On the other 

hand, if sampling is done poorly the results from the study 

may yield misleading inferences and may not have validity for 

generalization. Sampling could be probabilistic where 

sampling units – mostly individuals but can be households, 

villages etc – have known probability of getting included in 

the study; or it could be non-probabilistic where such is not the 

case. Probabilistic sampling is usually the preferred sampling 

method for majority of the epidemiological situations and 

studies. However, it should be remembered that non-

probability sampling could be of immense value in certain 

situations [1]. 

When the requirement pertains to monitoring and evaluation, 

the importance of getting relevant data in quick time cannot be 

overemphasized. Study designs employing larger sample sizes 

but giving relatively robust results may not be appropriate for 

such requirements except for midterm or end term evaluation 

of programs, schemes, projects etc. Non-probability sampling 

strategies are not preferred for lack of their representativeness.  

To overcome the difficulty of time and resource constrain 

while commanding reasonable robustness and 

representativeness of study findings, certain rapid survey 

methods have been developed and are in wide use. More 

known and frequently used such method is 30 by 7 cluster 

sampling method for assessing vaccination coverage in 

community settings [2]. Other rapid survey methods include 

‘Lot Quality Assurance Sampling (LQAS) method and 100 

Household survey method [3]. LQAS has attracted attention of 

program managers for the purpose of monitoring and 

evaluation of large campaigns/ programs including national 

programs [4], it is imperative that LQAS as a survey method 

be given its due academic importance. In this paper we discuss 

LQAS, with emphasis on methods and common pitfalls while 

interpreting and drawing conclusions from data collected 

through LQAS. This paper is primarily addressed to the post 

graduates in the departments of community medicine, 

community and family medicine, preventive and social 

medicine, social and preventive medicine, those pursuing 

master’s in public health, program managers, monitoring and 

evaluation professionals working in health care sector and the 

faculties of these departments and schools of public health 

across the country and thereafter.  

 

 

 

LQAS and its Methodology 

Lot Quality Assurance Sampling is sometimes also called as 

‘acceptance sampling’, as we generally select administrative 

unit/s which is/are accepted or rejected based on their 

performance in LQAS against a predetermined acceptable cut 

off value [5]. The administrative units are selected in such a 

way that they provide meaningful result to the planning unit 

for planning and action. However, all lots within an 

administrative unit need to be included for sampling once they 

are defined and identified as is the case with the stratified 

sampling strategy [6,7]. 

From the epidemiological point of view, the null hypothesis 

(Ho) formulated in LQAS for health care related outcomes is 

that an administrative unit - which could be a village, 

subhealth centre, Primary Health Centre (PHC), Community 

Health Centre (CHC) or District as a whole - has coverage of a 

health service or related activity of interest, less than a 

specified minimum  level. The alternative hypothesis (Ha) 

states that the administrative unit has high coverage of a health 

service or related activity of interest, than a specified level. 

This clearly shows that the test applied in LQAS for statistical 

testing purpose is always one sided  [6,7]. 

LQAS allows the researcher to draw inferences both at the 

sampling unit level and to extrapolate the results after 

combining the sampling units for the larger sampling frame – 

a desirable quality in programmatic conditions - which is not 

the case with other rapid assessment techniques [7,8,9]. 

Sampling Frame: Sampling frame for LQAS consists of all 

discrete smallest geographical units (lots) of interest under a 

defined larger administrative unit of interest. For example, in a 

state the districts may be counted as the smallest 

administrative unit. Thus, all districts will feature in the 

sampling frame. On other hand, if District is the larger 

administrative unit of interest, all the villages, or Sub-health 

centers, or the Primary Health Centres or the sub-districts may 

form the sampling frame depending upon the purpose of the 

enquiry and the level/s at which it need to be answered.  

Lots: The geographical area is segregated into the sampling 

units or lots - which are the smallest administrative units - 

having implications for use of the data generated through 

LQAS towards improvement of services. In Indian context, 

they may be the ‘Districts’ or ‘Blocks’ or other relevant 

administrative unit like CHC, PHC, health sub-centre 

depending upon the programmatic requirements.  

Sample Size: Selection of appropriate sample size for LQAS 

depends upon multiple factors as is the case with any other 

epidemiological study. However, for LQAS the investigator 

needs to predefine a minimum level of acceptable coverage 

and an upper level of desirable or targeted coverage (in case of 

negative outcome it can be reversed) against which the lot will 

be assessed together with the maximum acceptable ‘alpha (α)’ 

and ‘beta (β)’ errors. From these the total sample size of the 
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LQAS is calculated in a two step process: In the first step, a 

sample size (n) which yields a test with stated ‘α’ and ‘β’ 

errors for the particular null and alternative hypothesis 

specified is chosen  - this can also be called as the necessary 

minimum number ‘n’ required. This can be calculated using 

the formula: 

 

‘n’= [Z1- α{Po(1-Po)}0.5+ Z1-β {Pa(1-Pa)}0.5]2/(Pa-Po)2 

 

Where Po is the lower acceptable coverage to accept a lot and 

Pa is the upper cut-off chosen as described above.  

In the subsequent step, the value of d* (decision cut-

off’number/value) for the necessary ‘n’  is determined. This 

number/value is determined using a binomial distribution. In 

brief, binomial distribution is applicable when there are only 

two outcomes possible, one of which is labeled as ‘success’ 

and other as ‘failure’. For a given number of trials, the 

probability of success or failure can be calculated. For 

example, coin toss can be considered a trial, where only two 

outcomes – heads and tail – are possible. If we label ‘heads’ as 

success, using binomial equations we can accurately calculate 

probability of ‘x’ success in ‘y’ trials. In LQAS, each 

individual sample is treated like a trial. Minimum number of 

success required for a given probability forms the basis of 

deciding d*. Without going into the exact binomial formulas 

and its steps, the decision cutoff value, d* for LQAS purpose 

can be approximately calculated using the formula:  

 

d* = [(nPo) - Z1- α{nPo(1-Po)}0.5] 

 

Thus, we get two values while determining sample size in 

LQAS, first ‘n’ specifies the number of samples required in a 

lot and d* specifies the cutoff value/ number to determine 

whether a lot should be accepted or rejected [10].  

However, as is the case with all epidemiological studies the 

total calculated sample size should be a fine balance between 

the accuracy of result required and the resources available 

while keeping purpose of the study firmly in mind. Tables for 

sample size requirements have been included in this article, so 

that researchers need not perform calculations, if they wish to 

avoid them (Table-1, 2).  

Sampling Strategy 

Quality of LQAS depends upon randomness of the samples 

included in the study. However, actual sampling strategy in 

real world depend up on the type of data available about the 

population/ sampling units within a lot.  

1. If list of all eligible individuals is available, then the best 

method will be the Simple Random Sampling (SRS). From the 

list of all eligible individuals the required individuals can be 

randomly selected (using random number table or any other 

appropriate random number generator). This is usually a very 

cumbersome, protracted exercise in most of the programmatic 

situations and not usually applicable.  

2. If the list of households is available, then the preferred 

method will be selection of the households by simple or 

systematic random sampling. From the selected households, 

eligible individuals can be selected. Again in programmatic 

settings this may not be available and may need a separate 

exercise. If the selected household contains only one eligible 

individual then that individual gets included in the study. 

However, If there are multiple eligible individuals within a 

household, then any predefined random selection method 

should be used to select one individual. If no eligible 

individual is available, then the immediate next household (or 

any other appropriate replacement rule) can be identified and 

eligible individual is included.  

3. If household list is also not available, then the lot (unit) can 

be sub-divided. The ‘grid method’ - where a grid with 100 

compartments of equal size is used - can be used. The grid is 

placed over the map of the selected geographical area. The 

grid compartments are numbered systematically, followed by 

selection of required number of grid compartments using any 

standard random selection method. In the next step households 

can be selected randomly. Selection of households in the grid 

method can be done by using simple or systematic random 

sampling. In the selected households, eligible individual can 

be selected next as described above. 

 

Illustrative Example 

Suppose we want to assess the coverage of antenatal care 

services in a District. The indicator chosen for the same is ‘At 

least one ANC visit during the pregnancy’. The study 

population for this can be all women who delivered in say last 

6 months (or 1 year) of beginning of the study data collection. 

The smallest reporting and implementation unit in this case is 

taken to be PHC. So, samples must be taken considering 

geographical area under each of the PHC as sampling units. In 

a PHC, the list of delivered women is readily available with 

the medical officer in-charge. From this required number of 

women that need to be included in the study can be randomly 

sampled and surveyed. Selecting the lower and upper cutoffs 

can be tricky in such cases. Ideally the coverage should be 

100%, but for the purpose of study the researcher needs to 

select lower and upper cut off values. Reported state level 

coverage can be used as a benchmark to take it as the 

minimum acceptable/lower cut off value. Upper cut off value 

can be the stated targets to be achieved by a programme, 

however, on most occasions its a judgement call for the 

purpose of feasibility of sample size arrived at when using 

different such cut offs. If the upper cut off is taken as 80% and 

the lowest acceptable cut-off is 70%, then the decision cut off 

number for the individual PHC to count as success will be 116 

and the total sample size needed will be 156. The maximum 
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number of eligible women available within a PHC area at any 

given time will only be around 330, given the current national 

birth rates and the population norm for a typical PHC area in 

India. Reaching required 156 women who have delivered in 

last 6 months in each of the PHC areas will be very laborious 

and resource consuming exercise – defeating the very purpose 

of rapid assessment.  Thus, need of readjustment of cut off 

values in the study. If the upper cut off value is taken as 90% 

and the lower cutoff to be 65% the sample size required 

dramatically reduces to only 20 individuals with cut off 

decision value of 15 – very much possible in a short period of 

time and with relatively meagre consumption of resources. 

 

LQAS Variants  

Traditional LQAS has upper and lower cut-off values along 

with predefined allowable alpha and beta errors to reach a 

sample size and the number of success required to reach a 

decision. However, there are few modifications of this method 

used/ suggested in the literature. One of such variants is 

‘Multiple Category-LQAS’, where the traditional LQAS 

sample is classified using multiple decision rules. That means, 

rather than classifying vaccination coverage as being 50% or 

above in a population or not, it could be classified into as 

being low (say below 50%), high (say 80% or above) or 

moderate (in between).  Thus, if we have three categories of 

decision making, we can calculate a sample size ‘n’ and the 

corresponding decision rules d1, d2 rather than only one 

decision rule d* [11].  A slight modification also includes 

double sampling plan for two different decision cutoff 

numbers d1, and d2 – it is essentially double stage sampling to 

conserve resources if the results are extreme in first stage 

sampling itself. If in the first stage, the number of individuals 

with desirable intervention is more than d1 but less then d2, 

only then second stage sampling is done [12]. Another variant 

of traditional LQAS is ‘Curtailed’ and ‘Semi-curtailed’ 

variants of LQAS, whereby if the required success are met 

before the complete sample has been covered, no more 

samples need to be covered (Semi-curtailed). On the other 

hand, if before completion of complete sample coverage, such 

number of failures have been encountered that required 

number of success for decision making are not possible from 

the remaining sample, further sampling can be stopped 

(Curtailed). Curtailed and Semi-curtailed variants help in 

maximum saving of time and resources while not 

compromising on the LQAS decision-making ability [11]. 

Another variant of traditional LQAS is Large Country – LQAS 

(LC-LQAS) where rather than selecting all units within the 

sampling frame for random selection of individuals, cluster 

approach can be used to get estimates for both local as well as 

larger national or sub-national regions. LC- LQAS is largely 

useful in situations where capacity of a country is limited and 

inclusion of all units may not be possible simultaneously [9].  

Drawing inferences from LQAS  

LQAS results should only be interpreted qualitatively at the lot 

level i.e. either the population has adequate or inadequate 

coverage for the chosen cut-off. Results for larger 

geographical region/ State/ Country can be determined 

quantitatively. Traditionally, in LQAS null hypothesis is 

formulated towards the conservative side that is, the null 

hypothesis assumes less coverage for beneficial health 

interventions like vaccination (and opposite for harmful events 

like drug adverse effects or AEFI). LQAS is designed in such 

a way that strong evidence is required for rejecting the null 

hypothesis. For clarity, if we take an example of vaccination 

coverage of a lot (say one PHC) where n = 19 and d* 13 are 

determined with lower and upper vaccination coverage cutoff 

chosen as 50% and 80% respectively, then to reject null 

hypothesis (coverage less than 50%) we need 13/19 = 68.4% 

randomly selected individuals who are vaccinated. Even when 

the null hypothesis is rejected (i.e. the decision cut off value is 

met) the prudent inference is that the lot (PHC) has 

vaccination coverage of at least 50%. One common error is 

made in thinking that if the decision cut off value is met then 

the null hypothesis stands rejected and the coverage can be 

taken as 80%, which is not correct. Thus, strong evidence is 

used to make conservative inferences, to protect against any 

errors due to small sample sizes typically used in LQAS [13]. 

Another pitfall researcher needs to be careful of while drawing 

inferences is about the way the null hypothesis is formulated. 

If null hypothesis is turned upside down i.e. it assumes that the 

coverage is high (say 80% and lower cut off used is 50%) and 

it gets rejected using n=19 and d*=13 decision criteria; then 

again, the chances of wrong inference are high as 68.4% 

vaccinated individuals out of 19 random individuals are 

leading the researcher to conclude that the coverage is high 

(80%). Thus such framing of null hypothesis may cause harm 

to the population as resources or special activities may be 

withdrawn once an inference (even if erroneous) is made that 

the coverage of services is high [13]. 

We therefore recommend, as has been recommended 

elsewhere also, that a conservative null hypothesis should be 

used wherever LQAS is used in programmatic settings so that 

interest of public at large are protected even if it means excess 

service delivery due to higher probability of making type II 

error.  
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Table 1: Required sample size and decision cutoff value for given upper and lower percent coverage for α=5, β= 90 

(Adapted from Lemeshow S et al. Adequacy of Sample Size in Health Studies. World Health Organization. 1990) [10] 

 

 

 

Table 2: Required sample size and decision cutoff value for given upper and lower percent coverage for α =10, β =90  

(Adapted from Lemeshow S, et al. Adequacy of Sample Size in Health Studies. World Health Organization. 1990) [10] 

 

% 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 

5 5 1                   

10 7 1 6 1 5 1               

15 10 2 8 2 6 2 5 1             

20 15 5 11 3 9 3 7 2 5 2           

25 23 8 16 6 12 5 9 4 7 3 5 2         

30 38 15 25 10 17 7 12 5 9 4 7 3 5 2       

35 70 29 39 17 25 11 25 13 12 6 9 5 7 4 5 3     

40 161 72 72 34 40 20 39 21 17 9 12 7 9 5 6 3 5 3   

45 654 310 163 81 72 37 70 40 25 14 16 9 11 7 8 5 6 4   

50   654 343 161 88 156 93 38 22 23 14 15 10 9 7 7 5 5 4 

55     641 368 615 384 67 42 36 23 22 15 14 10 9 6 6 5 

60         148 96 63 42 33 23 29 22 12 9 7 5 

65         575 388 137 96 57 41 49 38 16 12 9 7 

70           522 378 121 91 103 82 24 19 13 11 

75             456 353 377 311 40 33 18 15 

80                 81 69 28 25 

85                 284 249 55 50 

 

 

 

% 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 

5 6 0 5 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

10 10 2 8 2 6 1 5 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

15 14 3 11 3 8 2 7 2 5 1 - - - - - - - - - - 

20 20 6 15 5 11 3 9 3 7 2 5 2 - - - - - - - - 

25 31 10 21 7 16 6 12 5 9 4 7 3 5 2 - - - - - - 

30 50 19 32 12 22 9 16 7 12 5 9 4 7 3 5 2 - - - - 

35 92 38 52 22 33 15 22 10 16 8 11 5 8 4 6 8 5 3 - - 

40 211 93 93 43 52 25 32 16 22 11 15 8 11 6 8 5 6 4 - - 

45 853 402 212 104 93 28 51 27 31 17 21 12 14 8 10 6 7 4 - - 

50   852 444 210 114 91 51 49 29 30 18 19 12 13 8 9 6 5 3 

55     834 477 203 120 87 53 46 29 27 18 17 12 11 8 7 5 

60       798 496 191 123 80 53 42 29 24 17 14 10 8 6 

65         746 501 176 122 72 52 36 27 20 15 11 9 

70           676 488 156 116 62 48 30 24 15 12 

75             589 455 131 104 49 40 21 18 

80               484 398 102 86 34 30 

85                 362 316 67 60 
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LQAS uses at present 

LQAS has been widely used for assessment of coverage in 

special campaigns. In India it is presently being used in the 

National Vector Borne Diseases Control Program (NVBDCP), 

where decision making is based on 19-13 criteria [14]. 

Nineteen random individuals are sampled for the survey, if 13 

success are met the coverage is considered to be satisfactory 

for the programmatic purposes [14]. Individual studies have 

been done in India where researchers have used LQAS to 

assess vaccination coverage and other health related activities 

[15,16,17].  

Outside India, in Bangladesh LQAS is currently being used for 

assessing immunization coverage and in monitoring the 

elimination of neonatal tetanus [18]. Similar to India, in 

Mozambique LQAS is in use to assess malaria programme of 

that country [19]. Outside programmes, LQAS has also been 

used in individual studies to evaluate health worker 

performance, coverage of maternal, new born and child health 

services etc  [20,21]. In a study comparing LQAS to 

surveillance, it was not found inferior to surveillance [22]. 

 

Conclusion and way forward:  

In our view, if used appropriately, LQAS is a very effective 

tool at the disposal of researchers working within the health 

sector - more so for those involved in the monitoring and 

evaluation activities. Twin benefits of robust results when 

conservative hypothesis is used, along with quick availability 

of results and straightforward decision making criteria make it 

especially attractive for these purposes. However, in our view, 

it is being underutilized at present due to a variety of reasons 

including lack of familiarity among researchers with this 

method, limited pedagogy discussions during 

academic/training period and slightly different methods of 

drawing and interpretation of inferences from LQAS studies, 

resulting in professionals avoiding this method for their study 

purposes. This paper hopefully will be a step towards 

correcting some of these issues.     
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